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OMNIA MEA MECUM PORTO
Exile, Culture and the Precarity of Life
Keeping cultural value safe in transport, although beneficial to the individual
bourgeois writer, gains nothing for society at large, especially for those trapped
on the other side of the closed door. In redeeming culture from precariousness,
a general precarity persists.
Fear is an education in what we are not, what we do
not have, what we are supposed to care for and to care
about, whose lack, or the fear of it, is so integral to the
pursuit of security.
Michael Dillon, Politics of Security1

The fearful experience of exile–of being banished, spiritually or physically, voluntarily or by force, from one’s home, society and culture–invariably
occasions reflection on the precarious conditions of existence. Exile renders
life precarious in the strictest sense, for the term, derived from the Latin word
for “prayer” or “entreaty” (prex) denotes a state that is frighteningly uncertain,
fully dependent on the charitable will of others, and therefore beyond the subject’s control. A person’s situation is precarious when one must pray to another
for sustenance, lest he or she go hungry, when one must beg for safekeeping,
lest he or she suffer or perish. Precariousness points to a grave lack or loss that
can be satisfied only through another’s intervention; it leaves someone existentially vulnerable, reliant on benefits or gifts that may or may not arrive. Torn
from the usual contexts of support and care, the exile is set adrift, eager to land
in safe harbor, where concerns over one’s livelihood, possessions, and health
may be addressed. As long as these concerns remain unanswered, as long as the
exile’s prayers continue to fall on deaf ears, the risk of insecurity prevails.
This risk is a cause of fear precisely because it strikes at the very core of
subjectivity; for the precariousness of exile reveals that the subject maintains
but a tenuous relationship to the property that constitutes its identity, be it
one’s possessions, one’s body, or one’s very own life. The exile discovers
a split or even an abyss that divides one’s subjectivity from one’s existential
Michael D i l l o n, Politics of Security: Towards a Political Philosophy of Continental
Thought (London: Routledge, 1996), 34.
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being, the preservation of which is now shown to exceed the subject’s rational
will. An exile’s being is precarious because its survival is out of his or her
hands.
In the most dismal of circumstances, this neediness discloses the very
structure of the subject, whose genealogy reaches back to the category of the
person developed both in Roman law and Christian theology.2 Both traditions
consistently define human being by distinguishing between its personal aspects
and its animal aspects, whereby the personal is understood as dominating the
merely animal. A person is a human subject, whose reason and will lords over
the simple fact of living; and it is the person who thereby is accorded the civil
rights and privileges that are established and protected by law. Juridical precepts
exclusively involve the persona, as opposed to the homo, since only the persona enjoys a legal status, since only the persona possesses an abstract identity
recognized by the state, for example, the citizen, the father, the wife, the son,
the daughter, and so forth. This objectification begins as a self-objectification,
insofar as the person is the subject who has subjected one’s animal being, someone who has transformed its living existence into a property. As the medieval
theorists affirmed, one is born as a human being, but one becomes a person–
homo naturae, persona iuris civilis vocabulum (“man is a term of nature, person
is a term of civil law”); and it is precisely this definition of personhood as a civil,
legal imputation which is perpetuated in modern liberalism.3 In extremely precarious cases, the exile is depersonalized, reduced to animal conditions, praying
for legal recognition, begging for renewed legal status, which would ensure that
one’s life is once again regarded as one’s rightful property. Until that moment,
the exile suffers an expropriation, incapable of self-transcendence and therefore
outside the law.
In contrast to the abstract, quasi-immaterial concept of the person, the
experience of the refugee is highly concrete. No longer capable of enjoying
the resources and assistance that one generally finds at home–among family
members or within one’s community, from familiar settings and from dependable institutions–the banished subject generally prays for a new familiarity,
a new community, a new culture–institutions that would recognize and therefore restore the subject’s personhood. Assimilation to fresh surroundings,
adopting a different culture, would provide the ground for a new sustainable
life and confirm the path to re-appropriation. Yet, locating a fresh supportive
network has never been the only option open to exiles or, for that matter, to
immigrants, whose circumstances frequently recall the plight of exile. One al2
This genealogy is fully traced in Roberto E s p o s i t o, Third Person: Politics of Life and
Philosophy of the Impersonal, trans. Z. Hanafi (Cambridge: Polity, 2012), 64–103.
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